About The Nubsons:

They were quiet and unassuming.

Joe and Emily Nubson spent years supporting blind baseball; quietly, from the
sidelines, with few words but with great heart.

They were there in the fledgling years, of beep-ball when the team was a group of
young children.

They were there as youth diminished and the team matured.

Albuquerque Tru-Site was known for its powerful play and unfailing spirit.

Joe and Emily’s support was low-key. They attended practices and celebrated with
the team as it dominated the league in the 1980’s.

Near the end of the Tru-Site dynasty, Joe passed away. Emily slipped from the
sidelines And the team moved on to raise their own kids.

Baseball was no longer their forte.

The years passed. The world moved on.

One day a call from an estate attorney brought back memories of the quiet couple. Joe
and Emily had included the organizers of Albuquerque Tru-Site in their final wishes.

The New Mexico Chapter 117 Telephone Pioneers are pleased to sponsor a portion
of the 2010 World Series To honor Joe and Emily Nubson whose quiet and
unassuming wish was for the dynasty to one day rise again...